In their own words …
Experience – Grow - Make a Difference

How did your internship opportunity happen?

One of my professors, Carole Spelic*, asked about my summer plans. She had experience with the Driftless Area Land Conservancy (DALC) and made some contacts which led to me interviewing with the Executive Director, David Clutter.

How does your internship complement your academic goals?

My degree requires an internship so it fits nicely with my career path. DALC is a land trust that helps preserve the landscape and natural areas of the “Driftless” area in Southwest Wisconsin by working with rural landowners to help preserve natural habitat. To date, they have preserved around 4,500 acres of land in the Driftless area.

How are you spending your days?

My days are spent both in the office working on projects and out in the field doing land monitoring visits with the DALC team. I also help maintain and document a property they own near Argyle, WI.

What types of skills are you learning?

I have learned how a non-profit organization operates daily and how communications with the surrounding community are extremely important for their success.
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“The best part of this experience is being able to work in some of the most beautiful areas of SW WI” - Damm

Jacob’s aha moment:

“I appreciate how important it is to preserve the natural beauty of this area for the enjoyment of future generations.”

For more information, visit www.uwplatt.edu/pacce